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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce our method to facilitate the process of creating
an MPEG-4 compliant face model based on a simple 3D mesh. The presented
method is semi-automatic, and the user needs to choose several points on the
model as a preprocessing step. We use a cage based deformation technique to
approximate an input model with a generic one which already contains the
required MPEG-4 parameters. In the paper, we also show how the cage can
be constructed to surround the model completely and be close enough to the
head to get better deformation results. After these steps, the resulting model
can be used in any MPEG-4 based facial animation player.
Keywords: MPEG-4, talking head, facial animation, automation, cage based
deformation
1 Introduction
The usage of virtual avatars—also called talking heads in the case of eliminating
the body part—is widespread in HCI (Human-Computer Interaction), and they
may play an essential role in the future as well [9].
Methods for creating a talking head based on the face of a real or a fictive person
typically consist of two main steps. The first one is the creation of the model itself,
while the second step is to prepare our model for further facial animations. There
are several different approaches for this preparation from complex manual param-
eterizations [18, 26] all the way up to automatic motion capture based techniques
[4].
Some of the main challenges are the portability and the reusability of the model
prepared by the previously mentioned methods. Their principles can be very differ-
ent; therefore, in most cases, the conversion between the outputs is nearly impos-
sible. For solving this problem, many earlier systems [2, 7] support the well-known
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MPEG-4 facial and body animation standard [16]. Using MPEG-4, we can guar-
antee that the desired animation can be attached to any standard model automati-
cally, but unfortunately, the creation of an MPEG-4 compliant face model requires
a lot of manual user interactions. With all this in mind, our goal in this paper
is to give a possible solution to this problem by reducing the amount of required
interaction in a semi-automatic way. In the next section, we give a short overview
related to MPEG-4 facial animation and its usage in science. Then, in Section 3,
we discuss some previous works related to the area of MPEG-4 facial animation.
We highlight their main advantages and disadvantages as well. In Section 4, we
present our method, which can provide a solution to some of these mentioned dis-
advantages, based on a prepared generic model and a cage based mesh deformation
technique. We demonstrate the results of our algorithm in Section 5. Then, in the
last section, we discuss the conclusions and our future ideas as well.
2 Facial animation in MPEG-4
In March of 1999, the Moving Picture Experts Group announced MPEG-4 as an
ISO standard also for facial animation. Nowadays, it is the only widely accepted
standard for this kind of application; furthermore, the industry also pays close at-
tention to it [23]. The standard defines the parameters, which control the animation
of a human face, in detail. All possible natural facial expressions are available using
these parameters.
Figure 1: The MPEG-4 Feature Points [16].
MPEG-4 defines 84 Feature Points (FPs) on a neutral face as shown in Figure 1.
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Besides that, the zone of the influence of each FP must be set for a realistic and
believable animation. These FPs are described in <group>.<index> format, where
group stands for the feature type like eyes, cheek, or mouth, and index is just a label.
The FPs are employed to supervise the animation, but they have to be controlled at
the same time in order to reach the desired facial expression properly. The 68 FAPs
(Facial Animation Parameters) are used to manipulate these FPs on the face to
produce natural facial expressions. FAPs are universal parameters, but we have to
calibrate them before their usage. This calibration is feasible by using the so-called
Face Animation Parameter Units (FAPU). FAPUs provide the interpretation of
FAPs on any facial models. Each unit corresponds to the fraction of distances
between fundamental facial features (e.g., the distance between the mouth and the
nose). So a 3D model together with its FPs and FAPUs is perfectly enough to
be able to animate the model in any MPEG-4 compatible facial animation player,
e.g., [2, 7, 20, 19]. Owing to the previously mentioned advantages of the standard,
researchers like to use MPEG-4 facial animations in several different projects, e.g.,
for supporting psychosocial treatments [10] or for speech synthesis frameworks [11].
3 Previous work
Nowadays, there are standards and descriptions, which can help in the parameteri-
zation based facial animation process, like FACS [17] (Facial Action Coding System)
or the MPEG-4 facial and body animation standard. The latter one is often used
because it provides a foundation not only for facial animation but also for speech
animation by defining control points in the mouth region as well. Therefore, the
many parameters on the lips create exact and granular shapes and also provide a
useful toolkit for speech articulation systems. Also, owing to the parameters, we
can reuse previous facial expressions or animation sequences. There are numerous
projects [2, 6, 7, 20] with which we can play an MPEG-4 based facial animation or
create the parameterization of the face model.
The face model adaptation (parameterization) heavily depends on the topology
of the considered mesh. In the case of simple models, which consist of a few hundred
vertices, it can be executed easily manually. However, if the models are highly
detailed, relatively complex, and include thousands of vertices, then the calibration
is not practical. Unfortunately, the adaptation of an existing parameterization to
a new facial model is not possible. To solve some of these problems (e.g., the
parameterization of the models), Sheng et al. have been released a PDE (Partial
Differential Equations) based method [21], but unfortunately it does not support
the MPEG-4 standard.
MPEG-4 compliant deformation-based methods have been also published. Es-
cher et al. have been proposed a solution [8] which can create standard faces by
using a generic model. If all the feature points of the calibration model are available,
then the method fits the generic model with Dirichlet Free Form Deformation. In
other cases, a pre-processing step is required to compute the missing feature points
using a cylindrical projection and a Delaunay triangulation. Lavagetto et al. in-
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troduced a method [13] which can help in the calibration process. Based on the
feature points, they used an RBF (Radial Basis Function) to reshape the geometry
of the neutral face. However, due to the limitations of the used deformation algo-
rithm (i.e., RBF and Free Form Deformation [22]), the techniques cannot provide
a satisfactory deformation of the generic model, especially in the case of the nose,
the eyes, and the ears (see Figure 2).
Figure 2: Input model (left), the results of the deformation using Surface-Oriented
Free-Form Deformation (middle) and cage based deformation technique (right)
which is the basis of our approach.
As we discussed in Section 1, our primary goals are to ease the adaptation and
avoid possible errors caused by the users. We suggest a semi-automatic method
based on a generic model which should be deformed in order to approximate the
input one. MPEG-4 parameters are already specified on the generic model. Thus,
the face model calibration can be skipped. For the manipulation of the generic
model, we used a deformation method called cage based deformation technique (see
Figure 3). One of the main advantages of these methods against other deformation
solutions is that using them we can work in real-time, and we have an easy to use,
smooth, and intuitive control over the mesh with the defined cage [15].
(a) (b)
Figure 3: (a) An original mesh and its surrounding cage. (b) We can move the
vertices of the cage, thereby generating a smooth deformation of the model.
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4 Our method for automating the face model cali-
bration
As we mentioned in Section 1, the creation of an MPEG-4 compliant face model
requests a lot of time if we do it manually because we need to define all of the
84 feature points and the zone of influence for each FP. Thus, we suggest a semi-
automatic solution to create a standard face if its simple 3D mesh is given. At first,
we consider a specified generic model together with all its predefined standard
points, and then a cage based method is used to approximate the input model with
the generic one. Therefore, the whole procedure of the face model adaptation does
not need to be executed.
4.1 Generic model
In the area of facial animation and human modeling, the generic model has to satisfy
some requirements. In order to get a realistic talking head animation, the generic
mesh must be fine triangulated in high-curvature regions, while low-curvature areas
are allowed to contain larger triangles. Naturally, if the goal is a cartoon talking
head, the usage of a less detailed generic mesh is more practical. Besides that,
the lower and upper lips must be separated from each other so that the speech
can be animated as well. We integrated the generic model (see Figure 4) into our
system from an open-source application called Xface [2]. We calibrated it to be
MPEG-4 compliant, and we modified the geometry of it to get a more neutral face,
and we removed the hair, the tongue, and the teeth in order to handle it easily for
future deformations. Thus, using this generic model and its FDP (Face Definition
Parameters) file we can execute any deformations, and the resulting model will be
usable in any MPEG-4 based facial animation player.
Figure 4: Our generic model that contains 5570 vertices and 11032 triangles.
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4.2 Input model
The input head model can be any human-like head model (e.g., realistic models
from 3D reconstructions or animation characters). Compared with the generic
model, input models are allowed to have lower resolution or defects as well.
Figure 5: The control cage which has been created for the generic model. Blue
dots are the facial feature points of the model, which need to be marked manually,
while the green ones are the auxiliary points. These latter points (top four and
bottom four on the left image) are calculated from the bounding box of the model
automatically.
4.3 Our deformation method
The necessary modifications of the generic model are achieved by a cage based
deformation technique called harmonic coordinates [12]. As we mentioned earlier,
a topologically flexible cage (or also known as control mesh) is used to control the
deformation of the interior object. If we move the cage vertices Ci to the new








where hi(p) is the harmonic coordinate of p respect to Ci. Therefore, at first, we
define simple control cages (shown in Figure 5) surrounding the generic and the
input models in the same way, based on pre-marked facial feature points on the
heads. These cages are responsible for the deformation. Then, we modify the
cage of the generic model by translating each point to the corresponding position
on the input model’s cage separately. As a result, the generic model sufficiently
approximates the input one, and it still remains MPEG-4 compliant.
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4.4 Generating the control cages
In order to generate the cages of the models efficiently, we have created a Blender
[3] add-on called Standardize Me [25] (see Figure 6).
Figure 6: The user interface of our Standardize Me Blender add-on.
With our Blender add-on, the users can load a 3D head model and mark the
vertices of it; these are required for the generation of its control cage. The vertices
to be marked are derived from the feature points of the MPEG-4 standard because
the characteristic of the human head can be defined properly with these points.
Using the add-on, users have to mark 56 positions on the model to generate its
control cage automatically.
Because of the harmonic coordinates method requires that all points of the
object to be deformed must lie within the cage, we use 12 additional auxiliary
points—beyond the user-defined points—for the cage construction as well, which
are automatically found by the add-on. The position of these points is based on
the minimum and maximum coordinates of the model. We assume that the line of
the centers of the eyes is orthogonal to the plane of y and z axes, and the origin is
located at the center of mass of the model.
After the above-mentioned points have been defined, we have to apply a tri-
angulation on them to construct the cage itself. The used one (see in Figure 5)
is uniform for any head models. Thus, we can define a one-to-one correspondence
between the points of the generic cage and the input one. Then, in the last step of
the cage generation, we scale the cage to avoid intersections with the input model
itself.
4.5 Improvement in the usage of harmonic coordinates
In our view, the method of harmonic coordinates has two important properties.
First, the quality of the deformation depends on the number of control cage vertices.
So, if we increase the number of these vertices, we can get smoother results, and
this is essential in areas where facial animation plays a central role, such as virtual
reality, computer games, or the animation film industry. Therefore, we apply a
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subdivision technique—which can handle a triangulated mesh—on both cages to
improve the influence of harmonic coordinates. The used scheme is the following:
In each iteration step, an original face of the model is divided into new triangle
faces by connecting the midpoints of its edges. It is important to note that in the
used subdivision method, the positions of the original cage vertices do not change.
The other good property is that the reduction of the distance between the
control mesh and the 3D model results a much more efficient deformation. To this
end, we reduce this distance using the following technique. We define rays from the
origin (which is at the model’s center of mass) through the cage vertices. Then,
in the case of the generic model, we translate all cage vertices with equal length
vectors on its ray to the maximum level, while keeping the whole model within the
cage.
In the case of an input model, the positions of its cage vertices will be the
intersection points of the corresponding rays and the model. It follows from this
construction that the resulting cage will intersect the input model, but this is not a
problem for us because we do not need to apply the method of harmonic coordinates
on the input model, unlike the generic one.
The above-mentioned distance reduction technique may give undesirable results
around the ears of the models (especially, when the ears are highly detailed). The
reason is that the intersections are not located evenly, so the structure of the cage
may be changed. Thus, the new positions of the cage vertices, which are close to
the ears, will be the minimum or maximum x coordinates of the model, so the
smooth deformation of the model’s ears can be achievable.
Figure 7: The new control cage of the generic model after applying two iterations
of subdivision and the distance reduction technique.
After these modifications, we are able to get a cage which conforms the small
changes in the model’s geometry as well, and it also fulfils the required conditions.
The new cages (see Figure 7) contain approximately 1500 vertices and 3000 tri-
angles, which are achieved by two iterations of subdivision, while the harmonic
coordinates and the deformation itself still can be computed in real-time.
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Figure 8: Our semi-automatic MPEG-4 calibration workflow. Each subfigure shows
the result of the actual step. Only the first two steps are manual, the user has to
define an input model, then mark the necessary points on the model. The further
steps are automatic; the algorithm generates the proper control cage for the input
model in steps 3–6. Then it translates the vertices of the generic model’s control
cage to the corresponding ones on the input model’s control cage. Because of
the applied harmonic coordinates on the generic model, the algorithm deforms the
generic model (step 7) which approximates the input one.
4.6 The step by step process of our semi-automatic calibra-
tion
We can summarize our method in the following steps. Only the first two steps
require user interactions; the remaining ones are automatically executed. Before
running the algorithm, we must have a generic model with its control cage and
FDP file.
1. Creating a 3D head model of a person or a fictive character, whose talking
head we want to create.
2. Marking all necessary points on the 3D head model.
3. Generating the control cage for the input model from the marked and the
auxiliary points by using a triangulation.
4. Applying a scaling transformation to the generated control cage in order to
avoid possible intersections.
5. Applying two iterations of subdivision on the control cage.
6. Minimizing the distance between the control cage and the 3D head model
using the previously mentioned distance reduction technique.
7. Translating the vertices of the generic model’s control cage to the correspond-
ing ones on the input model’s control cage.
The above-mentioned steps can be seen in Figure 8.
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Figure 9: The generic and the deformed model. The green dot marks the 5.4
MPEG-4 FP, while the red ones mark the zone of influence of it.
As we mentioned above, at the end of the process, the cage of the generic
model will be transformed into the cage of the input one. The deformation of
the generic model depends on the positions of the pre-marked facial features on
the input model. The size of the input and the deformed generic model may be
a bit different, but we can eliminate this problem by using the dimensions of the
bounding box of the original input model. Therefore, we receive a deformed generic
model which is similar to the person’s face; and all MPEG-4 standard points are
already defined on it (see Figure 9).
5 Results
5.1 Implementation
We created the necessary input models in three different ways. We used Microsoft’s
Kinect sensor, an open-source 3D modeling software called MakeHuman [24], and
a photo based reconstruction application called Autodesk® 123D Catch® [1]. We
tried our method on twenty models which are originated from the previously men-
tioned sources. Considering these systems, MakeHuman’s models gave the best
results, because they were detailed enough to mark the expected positions of fa-
cial features easily, without any defects. In MakeHuman, there is a race-related
setting, which let us test our solution thoroughly. In the case of the other two,
reconstruction based methods, the resolution of the models became a serious lim-
itation. Therefore, we employed a subdivision technique on the meshes before the
generation of their cages.
As we mentioned above, our solution is implemented in our self-developed
Blender add-on, called Standardize Me, which is a Python script. The script can
be installed in Blender as an add-on, and it can be used for executing the whole
process of creating an MPEG-4 compliant face model.
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5.2 Validation
The comparison of the models (the input model and the resulting one) played a
serious role in the improvement of our algorithm. For measuring and visualising
the difference between the two mentioned models we used the one-sided Hausdorff









where A is the resulting model, while B is the input one.
It returns both numerical and visual evaluations of meshes’ likeness (see in
Table 1). We also computed the two-sided Hausdorff distance (see in the last row
of Table 1) between the two models by the following way:
H(A,B) ≡ max(h(A,B), h(B,A)).
Min 1.1×10−5 4.5×10−5 0.3×10−5 6.6×10−5 0.4×10−5
Max 3.4282 1.2055 1.5712 1.2969 2.0151
Mean 0.1650 0.1163 0.1681 0.2285 0.2033
Avg. 0.3783 0.2621 0.3083 0.2894 0.2989
Std. dev. 0.3175 0.1283 0.1762 0.1710 0.1959
Hausdorff 3.4282 1.6747 3.4446 1.9193 3.6731
Table 1: Distance computations between our results and the approximated input
head models. The last row of the table shows the two-sided Hausdorff distances,
while the values in the other rows are computed by the one-sided Hausdorff distance.
In the case of the last two reconstructed model, we cut the back of the head model
to get accurate measurements. For the sake of better comparison, we also measured
the height of the models, which are 24.5233, 23.1186, 24.3174, 25.3531, and 23.5528,
from left to right, respectively.
To validate our resulting models, we generated FAPs files using 3D reconstructed
human facial expressions from the BU-3DFE (Binghamton University 3D Facial
Expression) Database [27]. Then, these FAPs files were played on our resulting
face models to get the same expressions. The original reconstructed model and our
deformed model with different facial expressions can be seen in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Left: 3D reconstructed human facial expressions from [27]. Top right:
Our resulting model with neutral expression. Top left: Our resulting model using
the generated FAPs file.
6 Conclusions and future works
In this paper, we have proposed a robust and semi-automatic method for creating
an MPEG-4 compliant face model. Only the definition of the feature points needs
user interaction, but it takes just a few minutes. In the case of a high-resolution face
model (≈3500 vertices, ≈7000 faces), the process takes 8 minutes approximately.
After applying our method, the resulting talking heads can be used in any MPEG-4
compatible facial animation player immediately.
Our solution uses a cage based deformation method called harmonic coordinates
to approximate the input model with the generic one. The main difference from
earlier systems is that we do not have to define the MPEG-4 parameters. Therefore,
calibration errors do not influence the quality of the animation of the model. Based
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Figure 11: Top: Input models. Bottom: The resulting models after the calibration.
The used textures are from [14]. In the last case, the hair is a separate model that
has been attached to the result by hand.
on our measurements (see Section 5.2), we can say, that the resulting face models
(shown in Figure 11) are similar to the original input, but there may be small
differences in some parts of the faces, especially around the eyes, the ears, and
the necks. We think that these errors stem from the applied distance reduction
technique. Therefore, we would like to try different techniques for minimizing the
distance between the cage and the model. A self-organizing neural network may
be able to solve this problem. Additionally, we would like to attempt to minimize
the number of user interactions by using a face tracking method which can mark
the necessary facial feature positions for us. We assume that our method can work
with different parameterization (e.g., FACS), but we used the MPEG-4 standard
in this paper to create an operating prototype.
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